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Editor’s Note: Second issue outta the gate and already we got a few contributors. A bit later than I expected 

to release it but none worse for wear. This publication is for promoting and defining the rapidly growing sub-

culture known as NEET. This isn’t a public protest for better working conditions or a way to cope with being 

unemployed. If you hate being a NEET, you’re more than free to stick around. But the truth is this is for people 

who love being a NEET and are proud to not be in gainful employment, paid education, or mandatory training. 

Employment, education, and training are necessary evils at best and extortionary scams at worst. There 

is no pride or fulfillment to be found in doing things you hate for money, or worse, paying some institution to 

receive some certificate. So long as your basic needs on Maslow’s hierarchy are being met, money is nothing 

more than a technological crutch for people who can’t find happiness any other way. 

You can leave feedback with a poll this time. No NEET Comics this issue, sorry! NEET cartoonists and artists, I 

still need your help! Get in touch with me at: https://neetpride.wordpress.com/contact/
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The Trials & Tribulations of a 
Schizoaffective NEET

It was a sultry summer day when my parents gave 
me the ultimatum every NEET fears and every 
NEET eventually faces; get a job or get out! I wasn’t 
about to be cucked by anyone, not in the least by 
two fags who decided to have sex one day and now 
think it’s fine to boss me around or whatever. It’s 
like, I’m not your property to be pushed around, I 
didn’t ask to be born, you gave me life and it’s your 
responsibility to uphold that life till the end of your 
days. That’s the contract you sign when you have a 
child, period. I did what any proud NEET would do 
in that situation; took all my stuff and went into a 
neighboring country that was teeming with tourists 
at the time. The latter will become important later 
in the story.

My mother wept; asking me to stay but my father 
was stolid. I knew that my days were up and that 
I had to show them what happens when you push 
someone to the limit. There I was, in another coun-
try, with around $200 to my name, no car, and no 
place to sleep. I tried being homeless and it lasted 
for half a night basically; I was way too paranoid 
about someone doing something to me, despite the 
chances being low. I’m a very brittle and sensitive 
little blob of flesh and meat, despite my 6’2” stature. 

So, I booked a hostel and stayed there for the 
next 10 days ($20 per night), stealing food from 
the fridge in the common room, and just jerking 
around on my phone. I didn’t interact much with 
the others. They all seemed like normies so I wasn’t 
interested in conversation.

I didn’t have any qualms about stealing the food. 
If you’re hungry, you should be able to eat; that 
has always been my philosophy. Nobody seemed 
to care anything when they saw me eating their 
food. It wasn’t like I was getting up at 3AM and 
sneaking around.

Approaching the 9th day, I knew my time was 
up once again and obviously, I had to do some-
thing about my housing situation or the jig was 
up. I used all my brain power to conjure my 
next move and was dumbfounded when I real-
ized the answer was right in front of me from 
the start: the tourists! They were vulnerable and 
didn’t know what the fuck they were doing so it 
would be easy to take advantage of them. I tar-
geted the very young (18-21), the very old (55+), 
and the very stupid.  Basically, you had to fulfill 
two of the three in order to become a target for 
me. Now, I know what you might be thinking: 
NOOOOOOOOOO, not the elderinooooos, they 
worked their entire lives just to be able to enjoy 
their last days on earth, how can you be so cruel 
and merciless?

This piece came to me from a NEET who went to NEET 

bootcamp, better known as being homeless. This is his 

story in his own words.

all jobs are some kinda scam at the end of the day.
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You’re either a NEET or an enemy. 

Every person who works for any company has to cuck to another human being to make the company 
profit. These don’t have to be obvious jobs like car salesman or realtor. They also include being a cashier at 
Walmart with questions such as ‘Would you like our dogshit item nobody wants to buy for half the price?’ 
Once you’re out in the real world, you realize everyone is cucking everyone and the biggest cuckers are 
the old motherfuckers! What I would do is offer them a tour of the city for a fee (posing as a tourist guide 
is exceptionally easy), tell them to meet me at a location 30 minutes from the moment they paid me and 
simply not show up.

This worked splendidly for around 7 days until some-
one called the cops on me because they recognized 
what I was doing. When I saw the cops, I just bolted 
and they didn’t even bother trying to run after me. 
Lucky me. I had enough money for like another 30 
days of the hostel experience; basically around $600 
I made from scamming tourists but I wasn’t about to 
mix with normalfags again. I booked a private room 
for around $50 a night and plotted my next move.

Unfortunately, at that time, I also happened to suf-
fer from a psychotic break where I thought I was 
god, literally. This led to me roaming the streets, 
proclaiming the second coming of Jesus (me) and 
eventually, led to my arrest and admittance into a 
psychiatric facility. After hearing my entire story, the 
psychiatrist there diagnosed me with schizoaffective 
disorder - bipolar type (diagnosis code F25.0) with 
psychopathic tendencies. The latter didn’t sit well 
with me, because I see nothing bad about being anti-
social in an anti-human society.

I started taking the pills and within 7 days, my de-
lusion of grandeur disappeared and I started func-
tioning normally again. After my parents heard 
what happened to me, I told them I was very sick 
and needed time to readjust into society. I prom-
ised them I would work when I ‘readjusted’, think-
ing I could just be a NEET forever! Tragedy struck 
when I realized I had to either a) Pay for a psychi-
atrist & pills (very expensive) b) Proclaim myself 
insane and receive government assistance. I know 
that many of you would opt for the second choice 
but government assistance where I live is meager 
and basically, all your rights are taken away. 

You’re essentially a free prisoner, if that makes 
sense. Therefore I chose to be a wagecuck and 
privately pay for my psychiatrist and meds. If my 
brain didn’t cuck me as hard as it did, I would’ve 
probably landed in jail for identity theft and oth-
er crimes I don’t want to mention. That’s where I 
am right now, just being a wagie ragie. But not for 
long! I’m living with my parents and saving a ton 
of money each month. I will be able to retire by 
40 if everything goes according to plan. Basically, 
I’m happy with the lot I’ve been given and am just 
taking it one day at a time.

To my fellow NEETs, savor each moment because 
you never know when you’ll be stripped of every-
thing!

background pics are from the poolrooms. look it up.
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NEET Spotlight:
Shinichi Haku

This NEET reached out to me after noticing we both 

hold similar views about work, society, and are unre-

pentant writers. This interview wasn’t all a circlejerk 

though. We disagree on some pretty important shit too. It’s always surprising to find financially indepen-It’s always surprising to find financially indepen-
dent guys who aren’t disgusted by being referred dent guys who aren’t disgusted by being referred 
to as a NEET. You’re the first leanFIRE guy to to as a NEET. You’re the first leanFIRE guy to 
agree to an interview for NEETpride Magazine agree to an interview for NEETpride Magazine 
and I’ve reached out to about a dozen. Why are and I’ve reached out to about a dozen. Why are 
you cool with it?you cool with it?

The first reason is I don’t give a fuck what oth-
ers think of me, though that should be obvious. 
The second is that I myself am confused that the 
stereotype is living on gibs with your mother. I 
mean, it’s right there in the name. Not employed, 
(in) education, (or) training. It doesn’t matter 
how you achieve this, as long as you do. And life 
is ultimately more comfy if you live alone any-
ways. The third reason, and what ties everything 
together, starting with me insisting on picking 
the first few questions myself is that I am not 
actually anti work. I am anti slavery. As far as 
Clown World is concerned, the only meaning-
ful difference between these terms is that I also 
oppose forms of slavery that don’t involve wage-
cucking. But I view problems in terms of time/
effort required for solving, which means I com-
pletely avoid the situation of engaging in actual 
slave labor instead of just paying $20 and making 
a problem go away at its root cause. And you will 
find it’s very rare a problem can’t be fixed at its 
root cause on a $20/month budget.

Check out Shinichi Haku’s novels here: Check out Shinichi Haku’s novels here: 
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B08ZLSTXFMhttps://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B08ZLSTXFM --- (Phoenix Rising Online Book 1) --- (Phoenix Rising Online Book 1)
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B09M8M59GHhttps://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B09M8M59GH --- Animosity (Phoenix Rising Online Book 2) --- Animosity (Phoenix Rising Online Book 2)

So what exactly is it you did to become a NEET?So what exactly is it you did to become a NEET?

At first, computer hardware work. Turns out there’s At first, computer hardware work. Turns out there’s 
a lot of money in that even though any remotely a lot of money in that even though any remotely 
modern PC is no effort. Later, using machines I modern PC is no effort. Later, using machines I 
built myself (not those owned by clients) for mining built myself (not those owned by clients) for mining 
crypto. And... that’s it. If you’re a man and you don’t crypto. And... that’s it. If you’re a man and you don’t 
fail at life, you automatically succeed. Failure de-fail at life, you automatically succeed. Failure de-
fined as the college meme or the marriage meme... fined as the college meme or the marriage meme... 
Of course more clients means more work for the Of course more clients means more work for the 
first one, and more machines means more passive first one, and more machines means more passive 
income for the second, but see previous remarks.income for the second, but see previous remarks.

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B08ZLSTXFM
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B09M8M59GH
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If you just mean that you’re for putting effort into stuff, If you just mean that you’re for putting effort into stuff, 
I agree given that I “work” on this. However, I consid-I agree given that I “work” on this. However, I consid-
er anything you do on your own without expectation er anything you do on your own without expectation 
of compensation, especially artistic pursuits, to not of compensation, especially artistic pursuits, to not 
be work. Is this all you mean? Or are you saying that be work. Is this all you mean? Or are you saying that 
some jobs are “slave jobs” and some jobs are “good some jobs are “slave jobs” and some jobs are “good 
jobs”?jobs”?

What I mean is what I’ve noticed is a lot of the NEETs 
that call themselves this are the exact opposite. They 
aren’t anti slavery, they are anti work. And basically 
they become reverse thots, slaving away for 5-10 hours 
or more over a problem they could fix by paying a 
complete stranger 20 bucks. (thots, of course consid-
er housework on their own houses enslavement, but 
corporate housework on someone else’s liberating) 
Basically they own goal themselves because they don’t 
keep their eyes on the prize and understand the goal 
isn’t avoiding work, the goal is avoiding spending time 
and effort on your enemies’ causes instead of your own 
and avoiding work is just the most common side effect 
of this. The cost is the same though - a lot of time not 
being comfy.

In the Current Year Clown World, it isn’t really pos-
sible that a “good job” exists, though there certainly 
are means of earning money that require little or no 
effort (admittedly, these are also less effective in Cur-
rent Year). Even my writing is something I’d consider 
a bad job if it were a job just because it wouldn’t pay 
enough for the amount of time and effort involved 
while remaining a quality and focused work. Just the 
fact NPCs are the primary enemy,and also a massive 
supermajority of the world’s population limits my pop-
ularity immensely. Now I am fine with this as a non 
profit venture (the proceeds are spent on art commis-
sions), but if I actually needed the money it’d annoy 
me.

Mostly though, the anti slavery part just means I’d 
rather not be dependent on others, as this is a weak-
ness that will be exploited mercilessly and won’t even 
get you a reacharound like the wagecuck does.

Building a computer from raw natural resourc-Building a computer from raw natural resourc-
es, maintaining the power grid, developing new es, maintaining the power grid, developing new 
medicine, you can’t do these things without at medicine, you can’t do these things without at 
least building off the back of work other people least building off the back of work other people 
did. Don’t you think everyone is heavily depen-did. Don’t you think everyone is heavily depen-
dent on others just for society to keep function-dent on others just for society to keep function-
ing? Or are you defining “dependent” to more or ing? Or are you defining “dependent” to more or 
less mean “employed by”?less mean “employed by”?

I differentiate between being dependent on peo-
ple and being dependent on things. And before 
you say well aschually, the things are delivered by 
people... it doesn’t matter who delivers the tend-
ies at my door, as long as someone does so.  It’d 
be more accurate if I said that business relation-
ships generally work, and personal ones do not as 
the end result of me paying a complete stranger 8 
dollars a month is that tendies (and other foods) 
are delivered at my door. In fact, grocery delivery 
in particular is so very optimal right now they 
are actually specifically nerfing it by adding in 
code in which managers can restrict delivery on 
certain items by zipcode, by state, or overall... all 
so you must actually go in the store and deal with 
the wagiecagies and the Karens and the like.

You seem to value being comfy. You also seem to You seem to value being comfy. You also seem to 
disapprove of thots. Men in the redpill/tradcon disapprove of thots. Men in the redpill/tradcon 
community might say these are contradictory community might say these are contradictory 
positions to hold because stoicism/suffering is positions to hold because stoicism/suffering is 
(according to them) masculine whereas thots (according to them) masculine whereas thots 
tend to be obsessed with comfort. Do you dis-tend to be obsessed with comfort. Do you dis-
agree with them? agree with them? 

As an actual stoic I will succinctly break down 
how fucking retarded they are. Stoicism, in one 
sentence is accepting what you cannot change. So 
you accept you cannot change soyciety, you can-
not “save it” or any other such childish nonsense, 
and then you look at what you can change. You. 
You cannot make soyciety worth participating in, 
but you can secure your wants and needs without 
doing participating yourself. Additionally, mas-
culinity defined by any source outside the self... 
isn’t.

shinichi typed out so much... this is a paring down of that.
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I’ve said before that, despite heavy overlap in mem-I’ve said before that, despite heavy overlap in mem-
bership, the NEET community should generally try bership, the NEET community should generally try 
to distance itself from the incel/antifeminist commu-to distance itself from the incel/antifeminist commu-
nity because it’s bad optics. I’m not saying to ally with nity because it’s bad optics. I’m not saying to ally with 
feminist end of the spectrum or even deny any affil-feminist end of the spectrum or even deny any affil-
iation. I just think we should discourage vocal affili-iation. I just think we should discourage vocal affili-
ation. I know you said you don’t care about this sort ation. I know you said you don’t care about this sort 
of macroscale culture war strategic discussion, but do of macroscale culture war strategic discussion, but do 
you have anything to say about this?you have anything to say about this?

Optics cucking is shit, and I oppose it and everything 
it stands for (or rather, does not stand for). I don’t 
have any interest in incels for the same reason I don’t 
have any interest in most NEET communities. They 
take a positive as a negative and are just so fucking 
angry all the time. And yes, I do have a dim and cyni-
cal view of the world, but see that’s why I largely avoid 
it. Problem, meet solution. I am not just bitching 
impotently. But literally, incels are suicidal. It’s right 
there in the name. Involuntary celibate. They want 
marriage (read: are retarded) but can’t get it. Success 
means failing at failing. Incidentally, TradCucks are 
also incels, though sometimes they have oneitis for 
the supersized afterthot who is using them as a beta 
orbiter.

If you have these more profitable ventures, why If you have these more profitable ventures, why 
not make paying for your books pay-what-you-not make paying for your books pay-what-you-
want? It’s information that can be generated and want? It’s information that can be generated and 
reproduced infinitely for pennies. It’s more about reproduced infinitely for pennies. It’s more about 
sharing your ideas more than making money, sharing your ideas more than making money, 
right? If it’s more about money, are you trying to right? If it’s more about money, are you trying to 
build up wealth for the sake of a particular goal?build up wealth for the sake of a particular goal?

As for the books, I can’t take any sort of poorfag 
argument seriously on the grounds my books are 
on Kindle Unlimited (read: are already free, but 
I still get paid if you read them). This is the one 
instance where piracy does equal lost sales, and 
while I can’t prevent that from happening even-
tually, I will not be encouraging it either. Besides, 
Amazon doesn’t have such a model, and if they 
did pay what you want would result in free at least 
70% of the time anyways. Which is... no different 
from what is happening now. Except for the part 
where I still get paid even if you, the reader do not 
pay me as long as you read the thing. That said, 
they remain a non profit enterprise. More success 
with the series just means better art, and that isn’t 
cheap at all, at least not if you want the good stuff. 
What someone paying me represents in this case 
is non virtue signaling support, as stuff like likes 
are fucking useless. These ideas are already in my 
head, someone giving a few dollars by either buy-
ing the book or reading the entire thing on KU is 
telling me they want those ideas shared with them 
and will prove it through their actions.

(continued from end of page 5)

Even the stereotype of some hundred fifty kilogram 
land orca living in his mother’s basement manifests 
more masculinity by doing what he wants without 
caring for the judgment of others than these fake 
posers do by taking pride in being a good slave for 
fefails. Someone like me, who even the TradCucks 
wouldn’t even call a NEET... because apparently call-
ing someone who retired early a NEET means admit-
ting their entire lives were lies. I have some things I 
can say about ChristCuckery too. Give ya a hint, it’s 
a “morality” that has no relation with being a good 
person (being  moral) and is all about fear of hell or 
purgatory. Finally, one more thing. Suffering actual-
ly is valuable, but only if it serves a purpose. In this 
hollow, rotten Clown World, it does not, it’s just part 
of the torture farm.

So you’ve got it made thanks to crypto. Mind So you’ve got it made thanks to crypto. Mind 
divulging a few details for beginners?divulging a few details for beginners?

Crypto is remarkably simple, though it is lock-
ing down now, at least in Weimerica. First you 
build at least one mining machine, and this is 
just a computer with low end cpu and ram, mid 
or high end graphics cards and lots of them, and 
a strong power supply. Mine used 6 RX 580s and 
1000/1200W PSUs. This was optimal at the time I 
made them but there are likely better choices now 
(especially since the formerly $200 cards are now 
$600).

optics cucks are based, fact.

https://www.amd.com/en/products/graphics/radeon-rx-580
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Poorfags typically don’t pay for Amazon Prime and Poorfags typically don’t pay for Amazon Prime and 
always pirate prior to purchasing. It goes without always pirate prior to purchasing. It goes without 
saying that if people had a basic income they’d be saying that if people had a basic income they’d be 
more willing to check out your writing. Thoughts on more willing to check out your writing. Thoughts on 
UBI?UBI?

UBI is a meme. And it is a meme for three reasons. 
1: The “useless eaters” on it will simply be genocided 
(this is already happening). 2: I’ve danced around 
this a few times already, but income does not fuck-
ing matter. Buying power matters. All prices will 
simply raise accordingly. This HAS already hap-
pened. Also, in the event that whatever amount 
of UBI was “enough” (hint: 1k WON’T do the job 
anymore if UBI is ever actually implemented, even 
though it demonstrably is good enough now) the 
end result would be that no one ever works again, 
which brings us... 3: Gynocentric soyciety wishes 
that men be the batteries powering it. So the mere 
concept of achieving the ultimate goal in life with-
out subsidizing females is abhorrent for them, even 
if you do so by conventional retirement which they 
can’t say shit about without admitting their entire 
lives are lies. This is why it’s not a coincidence that 
after 3.2k total (read: not enough for anyone who 
actually needs money, but a free virtue signalling 
bonus for anyone who does not) all the gibs became 
specifically aimed at single mothers, aka child tax 
credit.

What is your vision of an ideal world? Not specifi-What is your vision of an ideal world? Not specifi-
cally for you, for people in general.cally for you, for people in general.

Read my books. I lay it out quite clearly, along with 
making it just as clear you need reality altering pow-
er before such a world can even exist. Remember, 
anti slavery, not anti work. The world of my books 
very much requires effort so you’re not worthless, 
at the same time you actually get something out 
of putting forth that effort. It’s not just a matter of 
existing and engaging with bread and circuses. And 
the various NPCs get put in their fucking places as 
they are gatekept out.

As far as things that can actually happen though, 
there is only the ideal world for me, and it is as I 
have described - engaging with others as little as 
possible. I literally wouldn’t speak with people if it 
weren’t for shilling my books. This wouldn’t neces-
sarily work with others, because unless you are hu-
man and not autistic you still artificially need others 
even if they aren’t adding anything.

(continued from end of page 6)

You’ll also need risers obviously because graphics 
cards are fat and you won’t fit more than 2 on a 
motherboard otherwise even if it could technically 
hold much more. This initial investment isn’t cheap, 
obviously, which is why I advocate for some error 
tolerance (discretionary income). If you are at the 
low end and the usual bills leave you with $20 a 
month, yeah you aren’t affording this shit, don’t even 
think about it.

I just mined Ethereum using freely available soft-
ware. I don’t know if this is actually optimal, as 
www.whattomine.com likely lies about the profit-
ability of other coins, and Bitcoin itself is off limits 
because you need an ASIC (specialized hardware) 
for it to bes worth it at all and at that point you’re 
spending $3K on a mystery blackbox from China 
(by comparison computer parts still go in comput-
ers, and have actual warranties, so you have safe-
guards).

that green fire actually says animosity.

http://www.whattomine.com
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A NEET's A NEET's 
LeanFIRE LeanFIRE 
StrategyStrategy
I reached financial independence at 28 following ag-I reached financial independence at 28 following ag-
gressive FIRE while working in tech. Got lucky with gressive FIRE while working in tech. Got lucky with 
stock options and crypto all while making $300k+ stock options and crypto all while making $300k+ 
with monthly costs of ~$800. Now I’m 30 and don’t with monthly costs of ~$800. Now I’m 30 and don’t 
see myself ever working again. If being a NEET was see myself ever working again. If being a NEET was 
a realistic option for me before reaching financial a realistic option for me before reaching financial 
independence I would’ve started a decade earlier. independence I would’ve started a decade earlier. 

The long story short is that I’ve never felt I needed The long story short is that I’ve never felt I needed 
more than a roof over my head, a decent computer, more than a roof over my head, a decent computer, 
and a good internet connection. Having a very good and a good internet connection. Having a very good 
computer at a young age, I ran VM labs to simu-computer at a young age, I ran VM labs to simu-
late business environments and got very good at IT. late business environments and got very good at IT. 
Straight out of high school I got my first IT job at a Straight out of high school I got my first IT job at a 
state university making $50k. By 19 I was making state university making $50k. By 19 I was making 
$80k at a fast growing pre-IPO startup. I figured my $80k at a fast growing pre-IPO startup. I figured my 
stock options wouldn’t be worth anything. The salary stock options wouldn’t be worth anything. The salary 
alone was what drew me in.  alone was what drew me in.  

I still had no interest in spending beyond my very I still had no interest in spending beyond my very 
simple needs. So when I stumbled across the FIRE simple needs. So when I stumbled across the FIRE 
movement I realized I could easily retire by 30 if I movement I realized I could easily retire by 30 if I 
tried. At 23 I moved from $90k (after a few raises) to tried. At 23 I moved from $90k (after a few raises) to 
a remote director level job making $180k for a major a remote director level job making $180k for a major 
tech company. Upon leaving for the new remote job, tech company. Upon leaving for the new remote job, 
I purchased my fully vested stock options and par-I purchased my fully vested stock options and par-
tially vested refresh options. The total cost was less tially vested refresh options. The total cost was less 
than $500 and the valuation already placed them as than $500 and the valuation already placed them as 
being worth $40k. I figured at that strike price it was being worth $40k. I figured at that strike price it was 
well worth the risk. Another 4 years later my total well worth the risk. Another 4 years later my total 
comp was nearing $300k and my former employer comp was nearing $300k and my former employer 
would be purchased for a ten figure sum; resulting would be purchased for a ten figure sum; resulting 
in the largest check I’ve ever seen being mailed to in the largest check I’ve ever seen being mailed to 
me along with around eight pounds of paperwork me along with around eight pounds of paperwork 
detailing the financial terms of the purchase.detailing the financial terms of the purchase.

Freeing yourself from work is no 

easy feat. Doing it without relying 

on government welfare is even 

more impressive. This is how one 

brilliant NEET beat the system.

Bonus LeanFIRE Protips
1) Find a place to live that ei-
ther has good public transport or 
is very walkable. Yes, it is pos-
sible to find a cheap place like 
this, even in America. Start your 
search in college towns. It’s de-
batable whether owning a house is 
really financially preferable over 
renting for most living situa-
tions.
2) Invest in bitcoin. I haven’t 
been convinced any other crypto-
currency is worth it but do your 
own research and don’t invest any-
thing you can’t afford to lose.
3) Gain real life crafting skills. 
Learn how to repair your clothes, 
furniture, electronics, etc. If 
you’re a NEET, you have all the 
time in the world.

game screenshot from cataclysm dark days ahead.
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Around the same time crypto would begin to really Around the same time crypto would begin to really 
take off. I wasn’t heavily active in crypto over the years, take off. I wasn’t heavily active in crypto over the years, 
but back when Bitcoin was essentially worthless I had but back when Bitcoin was essentially worthless I had 
mined a considerable amount of Bitcoin out of curi-mined a considerable amount of Bitcoin out of curi-
osity rather than greed. With a considerable savings, a osity rather than greed. With a considerable savings, a 
single check large enough to buy a house outright, and single check large enough to buy a house outright, and 
an amount of Bitcoin on track to become more valu-an amount of Bitcoin on track to become more valu-
able than the prior two amounts combined I decided able than the prior two amounts combined I decided 
to retire at the ripe old age of 28. And despite making to retire at the ripe old age of 28. And despite making 
more and more money over these years, my mainte-more and more money over these years, my mainte-
nance costs had gone down quite a bit. nance costs had gone down quite a bit. 

While working my first IT job I wouldn’t blink at While working my first IT job I wouldn’t blink at 
spending $12 for lunch, plus gas, car insurance, and spending $12 for lunch, plus gas, car insurance, and 
wear-and-tear on my vehicle. By 28 I had been work-wear-and-tear on my vehicle. By 28 I had been work-
ing from my parent’s home since rent was free and ing from my parent’s home since rent was free and 
groceries mostly covered. I hadn’t had a car in years groceries mostly covered. I hadn’t had a car in years 
since, on the rare occassion I actually needed a car, it since, on the rare occassion I actually needed a car, it 
was cheaper just to rent one, take public transit, or get was cheaper just to rent one, take public transit, or get 
a ride from a friend. a ride from a friend. 

All together my monthly costs were (and still are) All together my monthly costs were (and still are) 
around $800 and most of that is paying off zero inter-around $800 and most of that is paying off zero inter-
est loans for high end electronics. However, in recent est loans for high end electronics. However, in recent 
years I’ve found open hardware alternatives such as the years I’ve found open hardware alternatives such as the 
PineBook and PinePhone can perform as well as high PineBook and PinePhone can perform as well as high 
end-devices when sufficiently debloated and run with end-devices when sufficiently debloated and run with 
carefully compiled firmware. carefully compiled firmware. 

One obvious place this isn’t true is gaming. For that One obvious place this isn’t true is gaming. For that 
I’ve moved most of my gaming to the cloud gaming I’ve moved most of my gaming to the cloud gaming 
service shadow.tech, which provides a full Windows service shadow.tech, which provides a full Windows 
install with a 1080GTX or better (typically better) for install with a 1080GTX or better (typically better) for 
$29.99 a month. With this I can play most games on $29.99 a month. With this I can play most games on 
Ultra at 1440p (sometimes higher) with high framerate Ultra at 1440p (sometimes higher) with high framerate 
using only a $99 laptop or $49 Android TV device.using only a $99 laptop or $49 Android TV device.

So that’s the short version of how I got to where I am. So that’s the short version of how I got to where I am. 
Some unnecessary but welcome luck, a whole lot of Some unnecessary but welcome luck, a whole lot of 
aforementioned (but implied) ramen, rice, and hot aforementioned (but implied) ramen, rice, and hot 
pockets and, above all else, a strong will to be a hermit pockets and, above all else, a strong will to be a hermit 
who finds more pleasure in the free (read: pirated) who finds more pleasure in the free (read: pirated) 
things in life than in working and spending.things in life than in working and spending.

everyone wants to retire early, neets are ahead of the curve.
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NEET ASSASSIN SHOCKS THE WORLD!!!

On July 8th, 2022 Tetsuya Yamagami walked up behind Shinzo Abe and shot him 
twice in the back. So why am I writing about this murderer? Because he was and 
is a NEET. Am I glorifying this murderer? I guess maybe a little. But my main 
point here isn’t that murder is good, it’s that being a NEET does NOT mean giv-
ing up your chance to make an impact. You can change the world, for the better 
or the worse, because as a NEET you can go wherever you want and do whatever 
you want to do. Yamagami saw a problem and used his finite time on Earth as a 
NEET to fix it. He had two shots to realize his vengeance and he pulled it off.

Let’s get this out of the way: Yamagami (which 
means God of the Mountain btw) is a 41 year old 
former member of the Japanese Navy and some 
people are citing this as a reason to not consider 
him a NEET. To them I ask, are homeless veterans 
not homeless by virtue of being a veteran too?
Of course not.

From the originators of NEET culture (I 

know England invented the term NEET, 

but Japan def invented NEET culture) 

comes the most shocking news ever 

created by a NEET.

Shinzo Abe’s long political career is defined by abuses of 
power. Now for the most part it’s stuff that is at least to me 
not that bad, like how he used his political sway to help his 
personal friends bypass a bloated bureaucracy and cheaply 
starting up a school. The main problem I knew about Abe 
before his assassination was his warhawkishness which 
I definitely do not approve of, like how he is aching for 
WWIII. He even forced through a bill that shat all over Ja-
pans formerly pacifist constitution. But it gets worse. A few 
years later he also forced through an “anti-terrorism” (read: 
anti-freedom) bill that was not only massively unpopular 
with  actual citizens, it received vocal opposition from other 
members of the politician class. He basically is the author of 
the Japanese PATRIOT Act. Abe wielded so much political 
power behind-the-scenes that he’s sometimes unironically 
referred to as “The Shadow Shogun.” The final boss of Japan.

if you want this sort of violence to end then demand...

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-39364798
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-39364798
https://asia.nikkei.com/Politics/U.S.-should-abandon-ambiguity-on-Taiwan-defense-Japan-s-Abe
https://asia.nikkei.com/Politics/U.S.-should-abandon-ambiguity-on-Taiwan-defense-Japan-s-Abe
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-33546465
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-40283730
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-40283730
https://www.nytimes.com/article/shinzo-abe-assassination-japan.html
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NEET ASSASSIN SHOCKS THE WORLD!!!

Enough about that dead Abe fag and his gay-ass cult. 
This article is about the man of the hour, Yamag-
ami. Yamagami resigned from his position in the 
Japanese Maritime Self-Defence Force in 2005, then 
tried to kill himself. He also was a factory worker 
for a period. He’s a member of what’s referred to as 
the “lost generation” that’s been stuck with shitty 
work prospects and a zombie economy. The only 
real difference between Japan and America in this 
regard is Japan hit this phase of civilization in 1992 
rather than 2008. Just like in America, violent terror-
ist acts keep happening with accelerating frequency 
and committed by lone wolves; disillusioned young 
men with nothing to lose. In a land without gun 
rights, he made his own firearm and ammunition 
from scratch. Improvised explosive devices were 
also found at his mountain home by police. After the 
shooting, he did not even attempt to flee and is re-
ported as calmly responding to the polices’ question-
ing. His main goal was to force a spotlight on Shinzo 
Abe’s ties to the Unification Church, the same cult 
that ripped apart his family. Regardless of what you 
think of his means, you can’t deny that he succeeded.

Yamagami is currently being held for mental evalua-
tion until November 2022.

The cult scandal explained:
A lot of Americans don’t know this, but in 2016 there was a massive scandal in South Korea tying their 
prime minister to a shamanistic cult. I know, it sounds made-up. Enter the “Family Federation for World 
Peace and Unification” AKA the Unification Church, another Christian cult that also originated in South 
Korea. Apparently Yamagami’s mother was in a bad place after her husband (and Yamagami’s father) 
committed seppuku, and the cult exploited her vulnerablity to get her to join. Yamagami himself was 
still just a helpless 4 year old boy at this time. He could do nothing but watch as this cult stole his moth-
er from him, along with hundreds of thousands of dollars. Yamagami’s uncle said he had to stop giving 
money for food and school to the Yamagami children because the mother gave it to the church, not her 
children. Tetsuya Yamagami himself has actually denied that the killing was political in nature, and more 
that he held a grudge against the Unification Cult for destroying his family. Yamagami reportedly told 
police he had planned to kill the church founder’s wife and current leader, Hak Ja Han Moon, who has led 
the church since her husband Sun Myung Moon’s 2012 death, but switched targets because it was unlikely 
she’d visit Japan during the pandemic.

“Though I feel bitter, Abe is not my true enemy. He is only one of the Unification Church’s most influ-
ential sympathizers,” Yamagami wrote in his letter. “I’ve already lost the mental space to think about 
political meanings or the consequences Abe’s death will bring.” When reached for comment, Yamagami’s 
mother reportedly apologized to the cult.

There was no secured perimeter around Abe as the 
attacker was able to get so close to him and his PSOs 
were not guarding his rear. Rather, Abe’s PSOs were 
looking in the direction of Abe, rather than behind him 
from where the attacker approached and fired.  There 
were three seconds between the first shot that missed 
Abe and subsequent shots that killed him. After the first 
missed shot, the bodyguards should have blocked the 
line of fire by bodily protecting the target and escort 
Abe to safety. Instead, video footage reveals, the guards 
ran towards the assassin leaving Abe unprotected. This 
gave the assassin enough time to take the second shot 
which proved fatal.

...unconditional basic income and free suicide booths.

https://www.indiatimes.com/news/world/yamagami-tetsuya-shinzo-abe-574310.html
https://apnews.com/article/shinzo-abe-religion-japan-social-media-68f18b50c5698bb65f024ff5c5d2c3ba
https://apnews.com/article/shinzo-abe-religion-japan-social-media-68f18b50c5698bb65f024ff5c5d2c3ba
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Japanese_asset_price_bubble
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Recession
https://www.thedailybeast.com/shinzo-abes-assassin-tetsuya-yamagami-succeeds-in-plot-to-expose-japans-deep-ties-with-unification-church
https://www.thedailybeast.com/shinzo-abes-assassin-tetsuya-yamagami-succeeds-in-plot-to-expose-japans-deep-ties-with-unification-church
https://apnews.com/article/shinzo-abe-religion-japan-shootings-55ab9b3afda11b45d97d57c8abe92d7d
https://apnews.com/article/shinzo-abe-religion-japan-shootings-55ab9b3afda11b45d97d57c8abe92d7d
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2016_South_Korean_political_scandal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unification_Church
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unification_Church
https://www.lowyinstitute.org/the-interpreter/cults-cabals-and-corruption-south-korea
https://www.lowyinstitute.org/the-interpreter/cults-cabals-and-corruption-south-korea
https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/09/asia/shinzo-abe-tetsuya-yamagami-explainer-intl-hnk
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-62173865
https://apnews.com/article/shinzo-abe-religion-japan-social-media-68f18b50c5698bb65f024ff5c5d2c3ba
https://apnews.com/article/shinzo-abe-religion-japan-social-media-68f18b50c5698bb65f024ff5c5d2c3ba
https://www.outlookindia.com/international/who-is-shinzo-abe-shooter-tetsuya-yamagami-all-we-know-about-him-news-208056
https://apnews.com/article/shinzo-abe-religion-japan-social-media-68f18b50c5698bb65f024ff5c5d2c3ba
https://apnews.com/article/shinzo-abe-religion-japan-social-media-68f18b50c5698bb65f024ff5c5d2c3ba
https://www.outlookindia.com/international/who-is-shinzo-abe-shooter-tetsuya-yamagami-all-we-know-about-him-news-208056
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I’m not a very political guy. But one of the few policy 

positions I do care about is basic income. All NEETs 

should. It essentially would legalize NEETdom. There 

is obviously no moral reason to oppose UBI, but what 

the bootstrap bitches fail to realize is there is no fiscal 

reason to oppose UBI either. Hit me up if you want to 

debate about UBI. I have never lost.

BuT hOw WiLl We PaY fOr It?BuT hOw WiLl We PaY fOr It?

There are lots of ideas to fund it. One 
possibility is basically something like 
a federally enforced Amazoncoin 
cryptocurrency. You could buy any-
thing from Amazon (or some other 
megacorp) with Amazoncoin which 
means you can buy pretty much the 
basics for running a household. Basi-
cally food stamps on steroids. Ama-
zon would not be allowed to control 
the cryptocurrency and the federal 
government would force them to ac-
cept it as payment. What does Ama-
zon get out of this? The government 
would refrain from breaking up the 
megacorp, lower their taxes, remove 
regulations, etc until the megacorp 
agreed. Its not like the government 
isn’t already in bed with tons of 
corporations. If everyone receives a 
UBI of Amazoncoin, and it’s guaran-
teed that it will always be easy to buy 
groceries with it, other people will 
be more likely to accept the crypto-
currency as payment for rent, bills, 
services. No one other than Amazon 
would be legally forced to accept it.

The money never leaves the country, 
dumbass.

The national debt is currently something like $30 
trillion. It was $5 trillion 25 years ago, which means 
we’ve been on average a trillion dollars over budget 
every year. I noticed someone who “cares about the 
numbers” in this thread keeps bringing up the tril-
lion dollar figure. Spending keeps going up yet has 
your life gotten better or worse in the past 25 years? 
My guess is that it got better for you too, despite the 
pandemic, despite all the bullshit that happened. 
Now imagine if the country going a trillion dol-
lars into debt next year (because they’re not gonna 
stop spending) resulted in you receiving some cash 
instead of Raytheon, the Ukraine government, and 
Hunter Biden’s meth dealer.

only basic income condition i advocate for is...
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Another option is a more general fedcoin everyone is 
forced to take as legal tender that essentially is just a 
new USD. Instead of the federal reserve creating new 
currency whenever, it automatically generates coins 
in everyone’s permanent deposit wallet that’s tied to 
a social security number or biometric data. There 
are tons of ideas for a decentralized UBI. None have 
worked yet, but things have to get much worse for any 
of them to have a chance: https://cryptoslate.com/
coins/decentralized-universal-basic-income/

Besides, we seem to have no 
problem finding infinite mon-
ey for senator salaries, military 
budgets, deep state agencies, 
prisons, bank bailouts, etc. Why 
would it suddenly become diffi-
cult to find money when it’s for 
something not evil? 

Remember, the state giving citizens money is func-
tionally identical to cutting their taxes: in both cases 
the state gives everyday citizens more purchasing 
power without work. What do you think would hap-
pen if we cut everyone’s taxes by ~$10000/year? That 
is also what would happen if we implemented a true 
UBI. Tax cuts have a pretty good track record of stim-
ulating the economy. Why would a monthly stimulus 
check be any different?

Yang’s kinda cucked, and half that chart is kinda bullshit 
($600 billion in economic growth is in no way guaran-
teed). But it’s not like anyone has come up with a better 
solution to the in-progress collapse. 

The increasing efficiency of technology generates defla-
tion, but governments can (and do) print money to offset 
it. So, with the passage of time it will be possible to print 
more and more money without causing runaway inflation, 
and use it as UBI. This is not a theory. This is what we 
already do... except instead of giving the printed money 
back to the taxpayers, it is given directly to the taxavoid-
ers AKA megacorps.

...sixteen years of uninterrupted american citizenship.

There’s also the idea of copying Norway and socializing 
natural resource profits, putting it in mutual funds, and 
using the resulting money to fund all welfare. As one of the 
largest oil producing nations in the world, we could just do 
exactly what Norway does and socialize our oil. Seems to 
benefit them. We could also use data. Your taxes wouldn’t 
go up if all of the big tech companies suddenly stopped 
making money. Hell, most of them are propped up by your 
tax money already anyway.

https://cryptoslate.com/coins/decentralized-universal-basic-income/
https://cryptoslate.com/coins/decentralized-universal-basic-income/
https://www.investopedia.com/articles/07/tax_cuts.asp
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Remove work from your vocabularyRemove work from your vocabulary
“Now just work the clay into the shape of a pot.” => “Now just mold the clay into the shape of a pot.”
“You‘ll see me after you work through the crowd.” => “You‘ll see me after you get through the crowd.”
“I need to work up the courage to quit my job.” => “I need to build up the courage to quit my job.”
“Anchovies on pizza is not gonna work for me.” => “Anchovies on pizza doesn‘t sound good to me.”
“I really worked up an appetite by fucking all day.” => “I became really hungry by fucking all day.”
“She can really work miracles with a blade.” => “She is really good at using a blade.”
“Do you really think that will work?” => “Do you really think that‘s a good idea?”
“Thank you for getting my laptop to work.” => “Thank you for fixing my laptop.”
“Let‘s work out a time to meet up.” => “Let‘s figure out a time to meet up.”
“I‘m a huge fan of your work.” => “I‘m a huge fan of your writing.”
“The toilet does not work.” => “The toilet does not function.”
“I‘m gonna go work out.” => “I‘m gonna go lift weights.”
“Don‘t get so worked up.” => “Don‘t get so irritated.”

“Nice work!” => “Nicely done!”

It’s insidious how much this word infests the En-
glish language, betraying our dark puritan roots. It 
wor- can be utilized in a huge variety of contexts, 
but notice how in most instances ‘work’ is substi-
tuted for a positive thing. This is an unintentional 
reflection of one’s thoughts or rather the propa-
ganda foisted upon you by a culture that worships 
work. But it’s a two-way street: by using the word 
‘work’ in a positive way you will subconsciously 
view work in a positive light. 

Politicians frequently do something similar. It’s not 
enough that mere families receive help. They must 
be “working families.” Also read what Sanders is 
saying here:

He says “middle class AND working families.” 
What is the implication here? That middle class 
people don’t work? Nah, other way around: peo-
ple who work are below middle class. Sanders has 
never held a real job in his entire life. If you look 
at his earlier speeches, “working families” was not 
a meme he often needed to utilize. It’s only in the 
past few decades that he started implenting this 
politician lifehack. 

The other implication is that mere “families” don’t 
deserve anything from the government. Fuck them. 
They should fucking die. It’s only after you sacrifice 
the best years of your life to work that you deserve 
any help from anyone. 

Because apparently, “work” is the 
fundamental requirement for being 
treated like a person. Stop falling 
prey to this neurolinguistic pro-
gramming this. Stop using “work-
ing” as a euphemism for “func-
tional.” Excise ‘work’ from your 
vocabulary. It might seem like a lot 
of wor- a challenge, but the payoff is 
worth it.

While this piece is a bit tongue-

in-cheek, words have power and 

should be wielded with caution.

working class is a euphemism for low class.
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Who Is the Mascot 
of NEETdom?

We need to come up with a mascot for this publi-

cation, like that guy on MAD Magazine. A cartoon 

host on your journey through NEETpride Magazine. A 

friendly face on every cover. Who should it be? Cast 

your vote or make a new suggestion! We’ll figure it 

out eventually.

LebowskiLebowski

GarfieldGarfield

Comfy Pepe

pros cons

was the initial 
branding I went with 
at NEETpride

has a lot of baggage 
attached to it

easily recognizable immediately turns 
off a lot of people

a lot of pre-existing 
content

technically a fursona

pros cons

easily recognizable kinda for boomers

cats are the most 
NEETlike of all 
animals

technically a fursona

can be AI generated is eldritch horror

pros cons

Vietnam veteran some people might 
not get the reference

is a chad is a boomer

smokes weed only that 1 movie

yes, pepe is a fursona. all anthropomorphized animals are.
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Anzu Futaba

Neeko
pros cons

cute 2D girl is not proud to be a 
NEET

closest name to 
NEET

does get various jobs 
throughout the story

thicc not super recogniz-
able

Gomer Goof

pros cons

cute 2D girl technically she is 
employed

coined the legendary 
meme, “If you work, 
you lose”

kinda blends in with 
other anime girls

portable idol physically weak

pros cons

closest in identity to 
most real NEETs

technically has a job, 
he just slacks off a lot

lots of pre-existing 
content

oftentimes he is plain 
incompetent

proudly takes it easy not super recognizable

ngl i dont like neeko. i will obey the poll results tho.
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Neptune

Darius the Drug LionMaster Higuchi

pros cons

cute 2D girl kinda has a unpaid 
job, she just doesn’t 
do it

can’t spell Neptune 
without NEET

replaces every other 
word with “Nep.”

gamer goddess will eat your pudding 
without remorse

pros cons

wise as shit technically a 
graduate student

smokes weed from a somewhat 
obscure anime

bird lives in hair jaw tumor

pros cons

smokes weed technically a fursona

a lion jives with the 
“pride” aspect of 
NEETpride

may trigger DARE 
flashbacks and PTSD

whitepilled millions 
of kids on drugs

zoomers won’t get it

tatami galaxy is underrated.   darius is an ancient meme.
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The 8fold Path of the Comfy NEET: Hyper Dank RemasterThe 8fold Path of the Comfy NEET: Hyper Dank Remaster

I’m not claiming every single NEET has to do ev-

ery single thing on the list to be comfy. But if you’re 

depressed as a NEET, make sure you at least try fol-

lowing the 8fold path before killing yourself, or worse, 

getting a job. Remember, the point of this shit is not 

actually to make you a better person or the world a 

better place. It’s to make you feel good.

Nutrition is the fundamental requirement for being 
comfy. You can check off all the other 7 things on the 
8fold path, but without this you will literally be dead. 
Food does more than keep you alive though. It has a 
massive impact on your psyche.

Food is drugs. Never let anyone tell you otherwise. 
When I see an obese person, I see someone suffer-
ing negative health repercussions from abusing an 
addictive substance. There are a few prescriptions I 
think are generally good for everybody. Breatharian-
ism is bullshit. You gotta drink water and eat fiber. I 
suppose not everyone has the means to do this, but 
I still super-recommend growing kale. Starting to 
eat fresh kale regularly is the single diet change I’ve 
made in my life with the most positive effect. There is 
a reason why old people swear by it. Canned salmon 
is probably the most nutrient dense thing I eat and 
canned salmon has less mercury in it than other fish. 

Everyone has different nutrition requirements and to 
make things more confusing they will change with age. 
We know the food pyramid was government propa-
ganda to help the farm subsidies be worth it. The only 
way for you to truly know what’s best for you is to 
conduct longitudinal studies on yourself. All nutrition-
ists are charlatans. If you’re serious about feeling better, 
just keep a food diary on your phone. Track what you 
eat and how you feel. Eventually patterns will emerge. 
You don’t have to do this forever, just until you figure 
out what diet your body likes. I’ve already figured this 
out for myself. Last time I wrote on the 8fold Path, I 
used a $100/month budget, but due to hyperinflation, 
I’ve started using a $200/month food budge. It certain-
ly does suck. Regardless, you can eat healthy for cheap. 
Here is a rough grocery list for a month using $200 if 
you’re trying to stretch out your EBT:
$15 - 60 eggs (omega-3s & protein & B12)
$8 - 24 packs of ramen (calories & protein)
$40 - 40 lbs of rice (calories)
$10 - 8 lbs of carrots (complex carbs)
$24 - 8 lbs canned salmon (omega-3s & protein)
$10 - 2 lbs cheese (protein)
$10 - blueberries (antioxidants)
$10 - 40 sheets of sushi nori (antioxidants)
$20 - 8 lbs of chicken (protein)
$5 - 20 frozen hash browns (calories)
$5 - 5 lbs sweet potatoes (fiber & complex carbs)
$3 - 5 lbs of onions (taste)
$5 - 5 packs of pickled radishes (taste)
$10 - 15 lbs brown rice (fiber & complex carbs)
$3 - 2 lbs dried black beans (protein & fiber)
$3 - 2 lbs dried chickpeas (protein
$2 - 2 cans of tomatoes (taste)
$7 - 2 frozen pizzas (taste & calories)
$10 - various hot sauces (taste)
Cutting out carbs does seem to help most people, but 
personally? I seem to do fine eating that stuff, and 
you just can’t beat the dollar/calorie value. Everyone 
should try cutting out everything at some point in 
your self-imposed logitudinal studies though. Even 
food altogether (for a day or two)! Regular fasting is 
one of the best things you can do, though perhaps that 
fits more in the next section.

Nutrition

Don’t 
like
being 
a NEET?

              +         = start a garden and eat that shit
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This is kind of a strange facet of the path because it 
encompasses a variety otherwise disparate things. 
Think of your body like a machine. Food is the fuel, 
water is the oil. But there’s more to it than that. You 
have to put the machine through the motions occa-
sionally so the parts don’t rust, but you also have to 
shut it down periodically. Can you touch your toes? 
Even if you have no specific reason to, you will feel 
better if you’re more flexible. Japanese NEETs know 
to do light pliometrics if they’re gonna be on a com-
puter all day.

Sleep is probably the aspect of maintenance most 
people, not just NEETs, are lacking in. You have 
to sleep to be mentally and physically healthy. As 
a NEET you have the freedom to sleep whenever 
you want so you may want to try a biphasic sleep 
schedule. But you also can’t sleep too much. The 
sweet spot seems to vary between 6-9 hours of sleep 
per day. Best protip for getting a good night’s sleep? 
Quit doing caffeine. 

I don’t think of house chores or living space optimi-
zation as work. They’re something you have to do to 
feel good. For instance, when something in your life 
is unoptimized, optimize it. Let’s say you’ve noticed 
trash keeps piling up in your room. Put a trashcan 
in there. An overhead light is obnoxiously bright, 
but you still need some light? Wrap it in a thin 
T-shirt or some paper. Constantly losing your train 
of thought on your computer desktop or in your 
browser’s bookmarks list? Do some organizing. 
Messy room? That’s right, bucko. 

The benefit here isn’t really the optimization itself 
(though that’s a plus). It’s the positive psychological 
effect on YOU when you exert control over your 
environment. Even people who are comfortable in 
a mess have some sort of organization in their head 
i.e. organized chaos. The problem is that internal or-
ganization takes up valuable brainpower and unless 
you have a ton of brainpower to spare, it will lead to 
stress.

I also want to include regularly scheduled orgasms here. 
Securing that post-nut clarity is just something have to 
do in order to be mentally, and yes, physically, healthy. 
Unfortunately, women aren’t willing to have casual 
sex with 99% of men and god cursed humanity with 
the biological drive to orgasm. Ever wonder why most 
women behave so strangely, emotionally, impulsively, 
and counterproductively? That only happens when they 
aren’t orgasming because masturbating requires more 
effort for them and they can’t get a hot enough partner.

I still think heavy exercise is the first thing you ought 
to try if you’re depressed. The free opiates (AKA endor-
phins) are enough for most people, but at the very least 
you’ll get a mental boost from doing what you said you 
were gonna. I was born lucky. I apparently don’t need 
to do more than light activity to be content. But before 
you get too envious, just know that I have experimented 
with doing literally nothing all day and I eventually get 
sad from the lack of exercise too. I still walk every day 
and do yard chores like chopping wood which require 
some muscle exertion, but I no longer really do HIIT 
or weight lifting anymore. I also have sadly discovered 
lifting weights and trying to build muscle is pointless 
when you sell your plasma. The neurological benefits 
seem to be retained. Humans did not really evolve to do 
more than endurance running anyway. 

Furthermore, I’ve kinda changed my tune on needing 
to be disciplined enough to learn about things that 
don’t really interest you for the sake of improving your 
discipline. It’s far easier to improve your ability to retain 
focus on something you already are actually interest-
ed in, rather than some foreign language you merely 
feel like you ought to learn. That ability to focus, i.e. 
your mental stamina, is actually better improved by 
increasing your physical stamina anyway, not trudging 
through some mediocre book.

One of the most common criticisms of NEETs is that 
we can’t handle stress because we take it easy all the 
time. Exercise and antiNEETs will have to cross that 
potential attack vector off their list.

Maintenance

Exercise

              +         = yardwork is maintenance that exercises

https://www.sleepfoundation.org/how-sleep-works/biphasic-sleep
https://www.sleepfoundation.org/how-sleep-works/biphasic-sleep
https://bigthink.com/life/humans-best-endurance-runners/
https://bigthink.com/life/humans-best-endurance-runners/
https://www.medicinenet.com/what_does_mental_stamina_mean/article.htm
https://www.medicinenet.com/what_does_mental_stamina_mean/article.htm
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While I’ve now downranked the importance of 
Exercise/Training, I think Projects are even more 
important. The #1 thing that makes everyone, not 
just NEETs, unhappy is lacking a purpose. What is 
your purpose? I dunno. Only you can answer that 
for yourself, and it’s unlikely you’ll figure it out til 
your 30s. But it probably isn’t whatever you’re doing 
in exchange for money and it definitely is something 
you love to do.

I understand how counterintuitive this is. How is 
this any different from working without getting 
paid? Trust me, the last thing I want to do is “smug-
gle in work” to NEET culture. Consider what func-
tion work serves for most individual employees. For 
the lucky few who enjoy their careers it’s in fact not 
exclusively money. It’s the idea that you matter. That 
you’re contributing to something greater than your-
self. That you’re doing more than merely existing. 
That you’re self-actualized. At least 85% of workers 
don’t get any of that from their jobs.

But still, why should you bother putting time and ef-
fort towards something when you don’t directly ben-
efit financially? The reason has nothing to do with a 
higher purpose or making the world a better place. 
It’s solely to benefit you. To stimulate production of 
dopamine by creating a plan, hitting the milestones, 
& achieving your goals. At the same time, interesting 
projects function as a sort of shield from wagecuck 
attacks. When wagecucks try to claim that you do 
nothing all day, you can correct them by showing off 
what you did. Shove the cool and fun shit you get to 
do as a NEET in their faces.

Indeed, that is one of the purposes behind this very 
publication: to have an on-going “default” interesting 
project anyone can collaborate on and contribute to 
over the net with no barriers to entry. If you’ve tried 
everything else on this list yet still can’t seem to find 
contentment with life you might as well give it a try. 
I’ll suggest stuff if you got nothing in mind. The best 
way to get in touch with me is here: https://neet-
pride.wordpress.com/contact/

Projects
You as well as your brain are complicated bioma-
chines, therefore there are some things you nec-
essarily have to do in order to keep the machine 
operational. You don’t have to work. But you have 
to eat, you have to sleep, you have to shit, you have 
to orgasm, and you have to get some exercise. You 
also have to socialize. Or more accurately, exchange 
information with other sentient entities. Yes, this 
means General Artificial Intelligence will eventu-
ally be sufficient. I don’t think you necessarily have 
to constantly be forming new friendships (which is 
good because it’s nearly impossible as an adult). 

Since 5 years have passed, it actually seems easier 
than it used to be to hangout on the internet thanks 
to improved online communication tools and the 
fact that COVID forced everybody to become at 
least temporary NEETs & hikkis. Playing games or 
collaborating on a project online together is great 
too, but has the requirement that you’re actually 
good at the game or that your project is sufficiently 
interesting. There is also the risk that people you 
meet in a game or who jump aboard your project 
team have an ulterior motive. If you really just want 
to watch TV, chat, and hang out, there is far less to 
worry about. The biggest risk is no one responds. 

Don’t discount making friends online entirely 
though. A discord friend you call every other day 
is a genuine friend. Conversely, wageslaves have to 
view all their coworkers as potential threats, never 
knowing who may backstab you in their pursuit of 
winning the rat race.

Like with nutrition or anything else on this list, 
people can vary dramatically in how much they re-
ally need to socialize. Some people don’t need more 
than a roommate or dog. Some people need three 
best friends simultaneously. If you’re unhappy, and 
you’ve tried everything else on this list, consider 
looking for some new people to chat with. Force 
yourself to talk to strangers. Easier said than done, 
but if you’d rather continue to hate being a NEET, 
you do you, I guess.

Socialization

              +         = groupwatch a bad movie and talk shit about it               +         =

https://staffsquared.com/blog/why-85-of-people-hate-their-jobs/
https://staffsquared.com/blog/why-85-of-people-hate-their-jobs/
https://neetpride.wordpress.com/contact/
https://neetpride.wordpress.com/contact/
https://play.aidungeon.io/main/home
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Play Stories
Active entertainment i.e. “play” refers to playing 
games of all types as well stuff like DnD or skate-
boarding. Vidya, sports, poker, these are all only 
worth doing if you like the feeling they give you.   
Play is something all healthy humans engage in. 
Most wagecucks/wageslaves lack the time and en-
ergy to actively participate in their entertainment 
which is precisely why they are so unhealthy. After a 
hard day’s work few people have energy left to play 
games. They rely on passive entertainment just like 
they rely on drugs. Maybe some people can live like 
that, but I know I sure as hell can’t.

I’d argue one of the best litmus tests for whether 
or not you are mentally healthy is whether or not 
you still enjoy playing games. If literally nothing in 
your backlog gets you excited, that’s likely because 
you are deficient in one of the other 7 things on the 
8fold path. Consider trying something you’re sure 
you won’t like. For the memes.

If you like video games even a little bit, you will 
never run out of 10/10 games to play unless you 
gain digital immortality. Get involved in the emu-
lation scene to have access to every game up to the 
PS3 generation. You don’t necessarily have to pirate 
either what with all the freeware, freemium, and 
indie games now available these days.

In real life, there are no rules and success is ran-
domly distributed based on the stats the RNG dealt 
you at birth. This is one of the most frustrating 
things about existence. Games are microcosms of 
life except with actual structure. Do the thing, get 
the points. It’s logical. Humans (generally) crave a 
world with consistent, albeit artificially-imposed, 
rules. It’s why we have religion and laws. Playing 
games is the only thing on this list that sates that 
natural human urge.

Passive entertainment i.e. “stories” is stuff you sit 
there and consume. Movies, news, anime, video 
essays, podcasts, shit like that. Books and reading 
material is kinda borderline given that reading takes 
a lot more mental effort than being read to or watch-
ing actors. Everyone from every corner of the world 
has some appreciation for storytellers.

This is by far the easiest facet of the 8fold to satisfy. 
There’s nothing you have to do, no skill you have to 
develop. Like with Play, if you find yourself unable to 
watch anything chances are you are deficient in some 
other aspect of the 8fold path. Remember: not enjoy-
ing anime or games doesn’t mean you’re “mature.” It 
means you’re defective.

It’s pretty easy to find good deals on media these 
days what with all the streaming services and free 
content. Personally, I pirate everything and always 
use an ablocker. Sometimes it’s difficult to find some-
thing you’re in the mood for, so taking away your 
choice from the equation can make it easier. Even on 
youtube you have to make decisions, so I still rec-
ommend cytu.be. At any given time there are about 
50 channels run by individuals who play whatever 
they want, from youtube videos to feature films to 
live news coverage. The most important site I use for 
keeping track of TV is obviously airdates.tv. 

I don’t really have much to say here. It’s VERY un-
likely that anyone is deficient in Stories. They’re too 
addictive, easy to consume, and socially acceptable. 
This whole piece is really explaining how I person-
ally live happily as a NEET. I know that if I suddenly 
lost access to entertainment, I would hate my life. 
And getting a job would not help matters. Btw, if you 
shame others for enjoying themselves with anime 
or anything else, you must kill yourself in order to 
remain ideologically consistent.

Free groupwatch: caracal, cytube, hyperbeam
Free anime: 9anime, wcostream, animelon
Free general TV: Ymovies, Actvid, PlutoTV
Free games: IGG-games, CDromance, GOG-games

              +         = create a custom dnd or roleplaying campaign

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G06Xt2fUxuw
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/ublock-origin/cjpalhdlnbpafiamejdnhcphjbkeiagm?hl=en
http://cytu.be
https://www.airdates.tv/
https://caracal.club/
https://cytu.be/
https://hyperbeam.com/
https://9anime.id/home
https://www.wcostream.net/
https://animelon.com/
https://ymovies.vip/
https://www.actvid.com/
https://pluto.tv/
https://igg-games.com/
https://cdromance.com/
http://gog-games.com/
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This is by far the most controversial facet of the 8fold path. Am I 
saying the only way to be happy as a NEET is to be constantly out 
of your mind on drugs? No. I’m saying that healthy people, NEET 
or not, use drugs regularly. Better living through chemistry, as they 
say. I don’t just mean illegal drugs. I’m talking about caffeinated tea 
and nootropics too. Drugs are a tricky thing to define. Is chocolate 
a drug? What about something dangerously addictive like Mc-
Donalds? For that matter, what about mind-altering chemicals like 
SSRIs? My definition isn’t perfect, but generally I view drugs as any 
psychoactive substance that is meant to be physically consumed, 
yet lacks nutritional value.

Humans evolved to get high. Like with Play and Stories, there is 
not a culture on this planet that does not consume any psychoac-
tive substances. Even Mormons have relaxed their hard anti-drug 
stance (presumably because they got tired of hiding it). Literal-
ly one of the most antidrug organizations out there, Alcoholics 
Anonymous, encourages the use of the deadliest drug around: 
tobacco. Normalfags and wagecucks seem to be under the impres-
sion that one must suffer to “earn” the freedom to down a 40 or 
blaze up 420. Yet they start the day with a pot of caffeine and a few 
pills of amphetamine.

Maybe you don’t feel like drugs are for you, or maybe you feel like 
you’re too weak to handle them. That’s usually a sign that you’re 
either doing the wrong drugs, you’re around the wrong people, 
or that you have deep personal issues you have to figure out. You 
should never be afraid of taking a psychedelic trip because you’re 
afraid of what you’ll find in the deepest recesses of your own mind.

Since I wrote the original 8fold Path, shrooms have been legalized 
and the research touting their antidepressive properties has gone 
mainstream. Turns out the Roganites were right all along: shrooms 
are one of the best treatments for depression. Apparently ketamine 
functions well in this regard too. It doesn’t matter what century it 
is, or whether you’re talking about eastern or western medicine. 
All medical professionals recommend that you do SOME drugs 
(albeit usually the ones they are selling). And that’s putting aside 
how much they aid in socialization.

“I hate to advocate drugs, degeneracy, & discord to anyone, but 
they’ve always benefited me.”

Drugs

              +       = learn to brew your own alcohol for cheap drugs

https://religionnews.com/2019/03/30/mormons-will-soon-drink-coffee-debunking-a-dubious-general-conference-rumor/
https://religionnews.com/2019/03/30/mormons-will-soon-drink-coffee-debunking-a-dubious-general-conference-rumor/
https://www.eurekalert.org/news-releases/625511
https://www.eurekalert.org/news-releases/625511
https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/news/newsroom/news-releases/psilocybin-treatment-for-major-depression-effective-for-up-to-a-year-for-most-patients-study-shows
https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/news/newsroom/news-releases/psilocybin-treatment-for-major-depression-effective-for-up-to-a-year-for-most-patients-study-shows
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---”XxX_Going_Galt_420_xXx”---
Sm

okest thou hem
p and do w

hat thou w
ilt

This isn’t how
 I planned it but then again I never planned it

Euthanasia for w
eak stom

ach pain
4 tokes off the gravity bong then let’s sit dow

n and w
rite a new

 Constitution
Don’t be reliant on others for anything, especially happiness

---”Cthulhu’s Rise To 
Stardom”---
Penny-Farthing bicy-
cle collection posted 
to Etsy $666.00 OBO                   
UBI and free dakimaku-
ras for everyone!!!
Makin’ slams for lunch 
doin’ a prison bulk ALL 
NATTY
The most domesticat-
ed human of them all 
LARP’ing as a freethinker
Kitty got claws/Kitty been 
spayed and de-clawed
Is endurance of hardship 
a sign of strength, or a 
sign of profound weak-
ness? Strength, in my 
opinion.
Faux-Buddhist New Age 
quackery for rich White 
women and Nintendo 
Switch owner boyfriends
Hold Jamal & Schlomo’s 
hand while they tag team 
your crown chakra

---”Gits Tae Fuck”---
The world has broken me and killed my 
spirit and you monkeys cheer and clap like 
its a good thing
“One of us!”, “One of us!”, they shout
Everything in life is reducible to work/hav-
ing a job and generally conforming to the 
status quo
Prison planet - I hate everyape alive and 
dead apes too

---”Party Anim
al Last Gasp 2186 A.D.”---

Queen of Hearts/King of Diam
onds - N

EET Paradise/Hell of m
y ow

n m
aking

Cultural indoctrination M
K -STYLE - Prayin’ 2 St. Jude - Earth is Hell enough

A gradual deterioration of the spirit eats at m
e, w

ears m
e dow

n
Tuning out God’s synchronicity and becom

ing a dem
on - The obscene can 

be divinely inspired too, ya know

NEET Poetry
excerpts from Tony Wilder’s Goose Hymns, Craic Overdose, & Fever Dreams for the Now Age 

Check out more of Tony Wilder’s Poetry at:Check out more of Tony Wilder’s Poetry at:
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08J2R4LD8https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08J2R4LD8 --- Reading Ecclesiastes Drunk --- Reading Ecclesiastes Drunk
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08LTQNNW4https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08LTQNNW4 --- Goose Hymns --- Goose Hymns

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08J2R4LD8
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08LTQNNW4
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---”Party Anim
al Last Gasp 2186 A.D.”---
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---“Ascension”---
My beauty in isolation
Soft underbelly of greed and excess
You work your fingers to the bone we turn to dust
I weep and cry out for companions that will never materialize
I don’t trust anyone that’s not depressed by the state of the world
My beauty in solitude
The hermit’s slumber as the world dies

---”Ketamine In Bristol”---
Use worldly things to reach other-
worldly insight - Throw a safety blan-
ket over the world
Go outside in clean, one color, gen-
der-neutral clothing and scowl always
Poetry is trash I’d be better off with a 
KFC bucket and a bottle of vodka
The worst thing we can do is neglect 
our natural gifts and abilities
Wither away in silence versus the 
self-improvement cope
You either go with the flow or you 
drown against the current

---”Concrete Jungle”---
Scared of silence and living in a zoo
Anti-social behavior frightening the herd
I’m

 a dolphin laughing everytim
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---”Kali Yuga”---
There is no group of people on this earth that’ll sympathize with hermits/reclusive men
Strive for excellence and mastery over the Self
Life is but a shadow - All we are is a buncha hairless apes torturing each other
24/7 impending doom feels - Our lives are too comfortable and it has made us weak
Some kinda misguided cultural milieu - 2 blackpilled 4 this world

Check out more of Tony Wilder’s Poetry at:Check out more of Tony Wilder’s Poetry at:
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08YJBKRCZhttps://www.amazon.com/dp/B08YJBKRCZ --- Craic Overdose --- Craic Overdose
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09B1QNGR1https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09B1QNGR1 --- Fever Dreams for the Now Age --- Fever Dreams for the Now Age

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08YJBKRCZ
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09B1QNGR1
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Ok, this one’s really short and simple, and it revolves Ok, this one’s really short and simple, and it revolves 
around Master and Slave morality.around Master and Slave morality.

A ChristCuck is a golem. A preprogrammed au-A ChristCuck is a golem. A preprogrammed au-
tomata. They need very specific instructions for tomata. They need very specific instructions for 
everything as they cannot function autonomously. It everything as they cannot function autonomously. It 
starts with the Ten Commandments, where three of starts with the Ten Commandments, where three of 
them are just “I am a selfish bitch - Yahweh” phrased them are just “I am a selfish bitch - Yahweh” phrased 
in different ways. The other seven only are there in different ways. The other seven only are there 
because ChristCucks are so subhuman and im-because ChristCucks are so subhuman and im-
moral they cannot even understand the most basic moral they cannot even understand the most basic 
elements of a stable society, such as not cucking or elements of a stable society, such as not cucking or 
murdering your neighbor, without specific orders.murdering your neighbor, without specific orders.

ChristCuckery is the most “I was just following ze ChristCuckery is the most “I was just following ze 
orders” religion among religions that are all some orders” religion among religions that are all some 
degree of “I was just following ze orders”. At least the degree of “I was just following ze orders”. At least the 
other Abrahamics, like Islam and Judaism are good other Abrahamics, like Islam and Judaism are good 
at fighting and subverting, respectively. There is no at fighting and subverting, respectively. There is no 
respect in being a bitch, which is why everyone hates respect in being a bitch, which is why everyone hates 
ChristCucks including ChristCucks, and they get ChristCucks including ChristCucks, and they get 
off on being hated because they have a subversive off on being hated because they have a subversive 
martyr complex. Look at history. The ChristCucks martyr complex. Look at history. The ChristCucks 
baited the Romans into killing them so they’d seem baited the Romans into killing them so they’d seem 
like persecuted heroes. like persecuted heroes. 

Why ChristCuckery is Why ChristCuckery is 
Anathema for Men & NEETsAnathema for Men & NEETs

Now, consider your typical NEET. He’s pretty much Now, consider your typical NEET. He’s pretty much 
the exact opposite of this. Disengaging from soyci-the exact opposite of this. Disengaging from soyci-
ety naturally involves ignoring its commands, and ety naturally involves ignoring its commands, and 
forsaking things like discretionary income in ex-forsaking things like discretionary income in ex-
change for freedom and sovereignty. Even if you well change for freedom and sovereignty. Even if you well 
optimized things, using crypto as passive income optimized things, using crypto as passive income 
etc, chances are your absolute income is still low, etc, chances are your absolute income is still low, 
so you must not be materalistic. There are a lot of so you must not be materalistic. There are a lot of 
other things you “lose”, such as a pseudo-social-life other things you “lose”, such as a pseudo-social-life 
at work or experience navigating bureaucracy, but at work or experience navigating bureaucracy, but 
those are all instances of the trash taking itself out, those are all instances of the trash taking itself out, 
so I don’t consider those losses.so I don’t consider those losses.

Being a proud NEET requires self actualization. Being a proud NEET requires self actualization. 
In Current Year soyciety, how can you be bored if In Current Year soyciety, how can you be bored if 
you’re alone in your room? Answer: By not having you’re alone in your room? Answer: By not having 
an internet connection, as that’s where the real world an internet connection, as that’s where the real world 
can be found. But if you can’t self actualize, you can’t can be found. But if you can’t self actualize, you can’t 
make your own entertainment. Either literally as a make your own entertainment. Either literally as a 
content creator in my case, or just getting into some content creator in my case, or just getting into some 
video games/anime/books/etc made by others (PS: video games/anime/books/etc made by others (PS: 
Read Anomie and Animosity, they are free books Read Anomie and Animosity, they are free books 
about soyciety collapsing because men disengaged about soyciety collapsing because men disengaged 
from it and are living their real lives elsewhere while from it and are living their real lives elsewhere while 
gatekeeping out NPCs, oh and Antipode is coming gatekeeping out NPCs, oh and Antipode is coming 
soon).soon).

So you see, the mentalities So you see, the mentalities 
are diametrically opposed. are diametrically opposed. 
One follows orders from One follows orders from 
others, and one makes others, and one makes 
their own orders and then their own orders and then 
follows them. The jewish follows them. The jewish 
demon Yahweh would demon Yahweh would 
command you into jewish command you into jewish 
slavery through slavery through 
WageCucking. The CHAD WageCucking. The CHAD 
NEET will just say no.NEET will just say no.

people from every religious background should be proneet.

An essay on 

religion by 

Shinichi Haku.
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Anyways, what online grocery shopping does Anyways, what online grocery shopping does 
for you is let you never leave your house unless for you is let you never leave your house unless 
you actually want to leave. While online shop-you actually want to leave. While online shop-
ping in general was around for quite a while, it ping in general was around for quite a while, it 
didn’t cover most food items. But online grocery didn’t cover most food items. But online grocery 
shopping goes beyond this merely replacing in shopping goes beyond this merely replacing in 
store visits as the online shopping is a superior store visits as the online shopping is a superior 
alternative even if, for some reason you were alternative even if, for some reason you were 
not averse to dealing with NPCs. Here are a few not averse to dealing with NPCs. Here are a few 
reasons why:reasons why:

1: You make roastie WageCucks your literal ser-1: You make roastie WageCucks your literal ser-
vant class, leaving your tendies at the door. That vant class, leaving your tendies at the door. That 
alone would be reason enough.alone would be reason enough.
2: At 8 dollars a month, it is cheaper than visit-2: At 8 dollars a month, it is cheaper than visit-
ing the store yourself.ing the store yourself.
3: If absolutely anything goes wrong with the 3: If absolutely anything goes wrong with the 
order, such as the delivery driver not following order, such as the delivery driver not following 
your instructions exactly, you get the item for your instructions exactly, you get the item for 
free.free.
4: Sometimes they prove diversity is their 4: Sometimes they prove diversity is their 
strength and refund you for random shit with-strength and refund you for random shit with-
out even being asked and without any problem out even being asked and without any problem 
occurring. Thanks for the free tendies!occurring. Thanks for the free tendies!
5: Their item replacement selection options are 5: Their item replacement selection options are 
very pro consumer if used right. For example, very pro consumer if used right. For example, 
you can order cheap bread and select the sub-you can order cheap bread and select the sub-
stitute as expensive bread... they will still charge stitute as expensive bread... they will still charge 
you as though it were the cheap bread even if you as though it were the cheap bread even if 
you get the higher value item.you get the higher value item.
6: Trolling WageCucks by making them deliver 6: Trolling WageCucks by making them deliver 
your items one at a time. It’s not a coincidence your items one at a time. It’s not a coincidence 
these drivers are like 90% female, as men are these drivers are like 90% female, as men are 
checking out of soyciety.checking out of soyciety.
7: No judgment. If you order some obviously 7: No judgment. If you order some obviously 
skewed order, like 50 dollars of nothing but skewed order, like 50 dollars of nothing but 
soda, chips, cookies, etc, there’s no bullshit soda, chips, cookies, etc, there’s no bullshit 
arguments and you need not even see the Wage-arguments and you need not even see the Wage-
Cuck delivering it, you just get what you want.Cuck delivering it, you just get what you want.

On the Basedness of On the Basedness of 
Online Grocery ShoppingOnline Grocery Shopping

So this is perhaps the most useful thing for a NEET. So this is perhaps the most useful thing for a NEET. 
Honestly it is useful for anyone, but oversoycialized Honestly it is useful for anyone, but oversoycialized 
golems actually like going out and dealing with people golems actually like going out and dealing with people 
(reeeeeeeeeeee!) so they don’t utilize it. There wasn’t (reeeeeeeeeeee!) so they don’t utilize it. There wasn’t 
much demand for it until recently because of the ho-much demand for it until recently because of the ho-
locoof. But it’s good. In fact, online grocery shopping locoof. But it’s good. In fact, online grocery shopping 
is so good that it is explicitly being nerfed in several is so good that it is explicitly being nerfed in several 
ways, all so they can try justifying their fucking exis-ways, all so they can try justifying their fucking exis-
tence with physical stores.tence with physical stores.

One relatively recent addition is item lockouts. Man-One relatively recent addition is item lockouts. Man-
agers at major stores like Amazon and Walmart can agers at major stores like Amazon and Walmart can 
select specific items and implement zip code based, select specific items and implement zip code based, 
regional, or national lockouts on online orders... it will regional, or national lockouts on online orders... it will 
still be in the store, but you can’t select it for delivery still be in the store, but you can’t select it for delivery 
and if you try it will say shipment might be restricted and if you try it will say shipment might be restricted 
to [Your address]. There is no might about it.to [Your address]. There is no might about it.

Another is the removal of discounts. Granted, most of Another is the removal of discounts. Granted, most of 
them already removed discounts, but now many of the them already removed discounts, but now many of the 
ones that didn’t now are removing discounts. Effec-ones that didn’t now are removing discounts. Effec-
tively, you pay a lot more for the online order. But is it tively, you pay a lot more for the online order. But is it 
worth dealing with people and their bullshit, especially worth dealing with people and their bullshit, especially 
during COVID insanity?during COVID insanity?

An essay on 

why you should 

pay someone 

to go grocery 

shopping for 

you, by Shinichi 

Haku.

still not for me, but i pity wagecucks more than hate them.
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Check out more of Tony Check out more of Tony 
Wilder’s Poetry at:Wilder’s Poetry at:

https://www.amazon.com/https://www.amazon.com/
dp/B08J2R4LD8dp/B08J2R4LD8 --- Read- --- Read-
ing Ecclesiastes Drunking Ecclesiastes Drunk
https://www.amazon.com/https://www.amazon.com/
dp/B08LTQNNW4dp/B08LTQNNW4  --- Goose --- Goose 
HymnsHymns
https://www.amazon.com/https://www.amazon.com/
dp/B08YJBKRCZdp/B08YJBKRCZ  --- Craic --- Craic 
OverdoseOverdose
https://www.amazon.com/https://www.amazon.com/
dp/B09B1QNGR1dp/B09B1QNGR1  --- Fever --- Fever 
Dreams for the Now AgeDreams for the Now Age

Check out Shinichi Haku’s Check out Shinichi Haku’s 
novels here: novels here: 

https://www.amazon.com/https://www.amazon.com/
gp/product/B08ZLSTXFMgp/product/B08ZLSTXFM  --- --- 
(Phoenix Rising Online (Phoenix Rising Online 
Book 1)Book 1)

https://www.amazon.com/https://www.amazon.com/
gp/product/B09M8M59GHgp/product/B09M8M59GH  --- --- 
Animosity (Phoenix Rising Animosity (Phoenix Rising 
Online Book 2)Online Book 2)

https://www.minds.com/https://www.minds.com/
shinichihaku shinichihaku --- Shini---- Shini-
chi’s social mediachi’s social media

NEET Classifieds

Corporate flew under the Corporate flew under the 
radar for a lot of peo-radar for a lot of peo-
ple and I put the blame ple and I put the blame 
squarely on Comedy Cen-squarely on Comedy Cen-
tral. Don’t worry, unlike tral. Don’t worry, unlike 
most of Comedy Central’s most of Comedy Central’s 
other original shows, this other original shows, this 
one is actually funny. one is actually funny. 
Despite that, it manag-Despite that, it manag-
es to make pointed social es to make pointed social 
commentary on the modern commentary on the modern 
state of work and life in state of work and life in 
general. It accurately general. It accurately 
conveys the dystopian na-conveys the dystopian na-
ture of the modern work-ture of the modern work-
place.place.

Me and my bro made Me and my bro made 
this short QRPG game this short QRPG game 
called Magical Thinking: called Magical Thinking: 
https://neetpride.itch.https://neetpride.itch.
io/magical-thinkingio/magical-thinking

Gimmicks: AI-generated Gimmicks: AI-generated 
music, “talk mechanics” music, “talk mechanics” 
that are more intricate that are more intricate 
than a fucking dialogue than a fucking dialogue 
tree (UNDERTALE=OVERRAT-tree (UNDERTALE=OVERRAT-
ED), copious drug use.ED), copious drug use.

Check out the OST too: Check out the OST too: 
https://soundcloud.com/https://soundcloud.com/
neetpride/sets/mt-ostneetpride/sets/mt-ost

give me more shit to include in the neet classifieds.

Ara ara, bitch:Ara ara, bitch:  
https://fau-https://fau-
naraara.com/naraara.com/

Check the next Check the next 
page for an in-page for an in-
vitation to a vitation to a 
Halloween net-Halloween net-
party! We live party! We live 
in a cyberpunk in a cyberpunk 
future. Cyber-future. Cyber-
space is always space is always 
where the party where the party 
at.at.

hmmmmmm MYSTERIOUS: hmmmmmm MYSTERIOUS: 
https://www.washington-https://www.washington-
post.com/business/a-mys-post.com/business/a-mys-
teriously-large-chunk-teriously-large-chunk-
of-gen-z-isnt-work-of-gen-z-isnt-work-
ing/2022/03/11/258e9478-ing/2022/03/11/258e9478-
a137-11ec-9438-a137-11ec-9438-
255709b6cddc_story.html255709b6cddc_story.html

Since 2017, Gomer Goof Since 2017, Gomer Goof 
as begun to be translat-as begun to be translat-
ed into English. If you ed into English. If you 
stan this NEET-at-heart, stan this NEET-at-heart, 
give him a read: give him a read: https://https://
readcomiconline.li/Comic/readcomiconline.li/Comic/
Gomer-Goof/Gomer-Goof/

Big ups to Big ups to https://neet.https://neet.
moe/moe/  which is my pre-which is my pre-
ferred shitpost hangout ferred shitpost hangout 
space.space.

Please ban the troonjak Please ban the troonjak 
spammer, admin!spammer, admin!

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08J2R4LD8
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08J2R4LD8
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08LTQNNW4
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08LTQNNW4
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08YJBKRCZ
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08YJBKRCZ
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09B1QNGR1
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09B1QNGR1
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B08ZLSTXFM
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B08ZLSTXFM
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B09M8M59GH
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B09M8M59GH
https://www.minds.com/shinichihaku
https://www.minds.com/shinichihaku
https://neetpride.itch.io/magical-thinking
https://neetpride.itch.io/magical-thinking
https://soundcloud.com/neetpride/sets/mt-ost
https://soundcloud.com/neetpride/sets/mt-ost
https://faunaraara.com/
https://faunaraara.com/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/a-mysteriously-large-chunk-of-gen-z-isnt-working/2022/03/11/258e9478-a137-11ec-9438-255709b6cddc_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/a-mysteriously-large-chunk-of-gen-z-isnt-working/2022/03/11/258e9478-a137-11ec-9438-255709b6cddc_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/a-mysteriously-large-chunk-of-gen-z-isnt-working/2022/03/11/258e9478-a137-11ec-9438-255709b6cddc_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/a-mysteriously-large-chunk-of-gen-z-isnt-working/2022/03/11/258e9478-a137-11ec-9438-255709b6cddc_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/a-mysteriously-large-chunk-of-gen-z-isnt-working/2022/03/11/258e9478-a137-11ec-9438-255709b6cddc_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/a-mysteriously-large-chunk-of-gen-z-isnt-working/2022/03/11/258e9478-a137-11ec-9438-255709b6cddc_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/a-mysteriously-large-chunk-of-gen-z-isnt-working/2022/03/11/258e9478-a137-11ec-9438-255709b6cddc_story.html
https://readcomiconline.li/Comic/Gomer-Goof/
https://readcomiconline.li/Comic/Gomer-Goof/
https://readcomiconline.li/Comic/Gomer-Goof/
https://neet.moe/
https://neet.moe/
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Like what you see? Think something is missing?
Be the change you want to see!
https://discord.gg/kbeHUcYfWU
https://neetpride.wordpress.com/contact View the poll results here.

Leave your feedback with this poll!

Available missions:Available missions:
Draw a NEET-based 4-KomaDraw a NEET-based 4-Koma
Write an essay explaining why religions should approve of NEETdomWrite an essay explaining why religions should approve of NEETdom
Write an essay explaining why communists should approve of NEETdomWrite an essay explaining why communists should approve of NEETdom
Write a tutorial for brewing dirt-cheap alcohol from applesWrite a tutorial for brewing dirt-cheap alcohol from apples
Submit something for the NEET ClassifiedsSubmit something for the NEET Classifieds
Create some NEET graffiti IRL and share the picCreate some NEET graffiti IRL and share the pic
Shill the NEETzine on your socialsShill the NEETzine on your socials

next issue will probably come out in another five months...

https://discord.gg/kbeHUcYfWU
https://neetpride.wordpress.com/contact
http://www.polljunkie.com/poll/ckkdrb/neetpride-magazine-volume-2-survey/view
http://.
http://www.polljunkie.com/poll/abofwd/neetpride-magazine-volume-2-survey

